
Colorwheels
Alice Brooks

Daniela Buchman
Bettina Chen
Miguel Reyes

Team

Mentors

Nick O’Connor
Ashton Udall

Unleashing the next generation of female 
creativity through innovative play…

E245 The Lean LaunchPad

This week:
6 parents
15 kids (27 kid hours)
4 experts

25 total
3 Prototypes

Create. Express. Inspire.





User TestingUser Testing





MVP Car building and decoration kit

Improve robustness
Enhance educational value

Test Retention



Parents

Screaming kids

Can’t get tasks done

Me time Entertain kid

Host an 
independent 
playdate

Raising family correctly

Kids are learning 
and entertained

Enrich kid’s 
development

Increased self esteem 
and confidence

Learn by doing

Independent play
for a couple hours

Circuit assembly, 
decoration, product 
realization kit

Toys that require 
supervision

Both building and 
using their creation 

Video resources

Online community

Subscription service 
- send out toys 
monthly.

Extend 
independent play

Hard to find fun and 
educational toys

Reduce time to find 
fun, educational, and 
independent toy



Kids

Receives monthly 
package, feels special 
getting mail

Materials and 
directions provided to 
make cool toys

Online aspect lets 
them share with 
friends

a cool, fun toy 
that they won't 
get bored of

Boredom
Not enough novel 
toys to play with
No one to play 
with
Not having the 
"cool" toy

"find something 
to play with my 
friend"

show and tell

unique toy they have 
made and can be 
proud of

independence

interaction with 
other kids online

Video resources

Online community

Entertain kidBoth building and 
using creation



Business Model Canvas
(week 2)

ColorWheels Alice Brooks, Daniela Buchman, 
Bettina Chen, Miguel Reyes

Online Marketplace
- Amazon
- eBay

Retail
- Local toy stores
- Independent 
niche
store

Continuous stream 
of newly designed 
products (Base 
Kits, Add-ons)

Parents, Mommy 
bloggers, Parent 
groups: word-of 
mouth, recommend 
our toys

User base: need kids 
to share creations 
online

Quick & Convenient
- approval/rec by 
other parents (faster 
decision making)
- add-ons shipped to
household every 
month (less need to 
shop for new toys)
- info, videos, 
testimonials 
provided on the 
website

Skills developed:
- fine motor skills
- spatial cognition

Kid built the product
- fun, unique
- self esteem, 
confidence
- chance to be 
creative

User base: show off 
their masterpiece

Looking for MORE!: 
Kids can’t wait to 
receive the next 
thing they chose for 
this month

Website: winning post 
every month gets 
featured

Retention: kid 
chooses next add on

Product demos: after-
school centers, Little 
League, YMCA, 
Innovation
Museum, Children’s 
Museum

One time purchase:
$30 base model kit

Subscription
$20 for one add on per 
month

Daughter (user):
- 5-9 years old

Parents: Paying 
Customer
- High involvement 
with child
- College degrees in 
math, science, or
engineering

Product design costs
Distribution, S&H costs
Materials, Manufacturing costs



Business Model Canvas

Online Marketplace
- Amazon
- eBay

Retail
- Local toy stores
- Independent 
niche
store

Online sales

One time purchase:
$30 base model kit

Subscription
$20 for one add on per 
month

Product design costs
Distribution, S&H costs
Materials, Manufacturing costs

Incorporate formal 
learning topics into 
product

Create interactive 
material 
(instructional 
videos, stories, etc.)

Parents/
Community host 
play dates, word of 
mouth

Girls: create, wear, 
advocate, and share 
the product

Quick, convenient, 
informed purchasing 
decision

Keep daughters 
occupied with non 
princess toy

Effective and 
intuitive instructions

Fun to assemble and 
decorate

Hands-on learning

Daughter (user): 
- 7 to 9 years old

Parents (paying 
customer): High level 
of involvement with 
child
College degrees in 
STEM
Limited free time 
from busy lifestyle

Rely on 
Colorwheels for 
proven set of toys

Can't wait for the 
next shipment to 
create and decorate

(week 3)



Business Model Canvas

Online Marketplace
- Amazon
- eBay

Retail
- Local toy stores
- Independent 
niche
store

One time purchase:
$30 base model kit

Subscription
$20 for one add on per 
month

Product design costs
Distribution, S&H costs
Materials, Manufacturing costs

Incorporate formal 
learning topics into 
product

Create interactive 
material 
(instructional 
videos, stories, etc.)

Parents/
Community host 
play dates, word of 
mouth

Girls: create, wear, 
advocate, and share 
the product

Keep daughters 
occupied with non 
princess toy

Fun to assemble and 
decorate

Hands-on learning

Rely on 
Colorwheels for 
proven set of toys

Can't wait for the 
next shipment to 
create and decorate

Quick, convenient, 
informed purchasing 
decision

Effective and 
intuitive 
instructions

Parents (paying 
customer): High 
involvement with 
child
College degrees in 
STEM
Limited free time 
from busy lifestyle

Daughter (user): 
7 to 9 years old

(week 3)

Online sales

Online sales



The Week Ahead
End user retention test:
With MVP and add ons

Acquisition tests:
- Send landing page to influential bloggers, parent 
email lists
- Email marketing to parents to test activation and 
retention
- Adwords

Develop user story
- Parent
- Daughter







Retention Test
What are we testing?
1. Sending physical parts as follow up, does this 

increase retention?
2. Does pairing physical parts with online video 

content enhance the experience and therefore 
retention?

What do we hope to learn?
- Communicate with parents to see if their kids are still engaging
- compare the differences in approach, success if they ask play 
with toy 3 more times after receiving it



• Ship basic product to 10 girls 
• Two days(day 3) later ship out second add on feature
◦ Girls 1-4: headlights, email link to video content to enhance story, enhance learning
■ ask them to upload their progress?

◦ Girls 5-8: headlights
◦ Girl 9-10: Nothing (They are the controls)

•  Day 5
◦ Girls 1-4: package of customizable car body parts, video content email
◦ Girls 5-8: package of customizable car body parts
◦ Girl 9-10: Nothing

Test Procedure



BabbaCo Canvas



Unit Economics
total acquisition cost/person=($/
click)*(unique visitors)/(#conversions)

revenue/person=(monthly 
subscription)*(#months)*(%retention)

profit/person=(revenue per person)-
(acquisition cost per person)

profit/month=profit per 
person*conversions

numbers from:compete.com and spyfu.com



Key Learnings
• Target upper half of age range (7-9)

• Fine motor skills
• Attention span
• Conceptual understanding

• Ignore long written directions
• Cute exterior vs scary interior on purse --> look kid 

appropriate
• Experience vs the product
• Car was most popular



Parents:
• Direct educational value
• Will pay for added convenience 
• Value in independent play

Kids:
• Quantitative info is necessary
• Experience just as important as product?

Other Learnings



wed- alice bettina (4 kids x 2.5 hrs = 10)
thurs- alice bettina (1 kid x 2hrs = 2)
fri - alice bettina miguel (2 kids x 2 hrs = 4)
fri - alice daniela (6 kids x 1hr = 6)
sun - alice miguel (2 kids x 2.5hrs=5)

27 kid hours (15 kids)

Testing break down


